
CROWN MAGNUM
Jehs + Laub

Family composed by pendant chandeliers whose shape is inspired by 

the outline of the snow crystal. Modular lamps realized with a die-

casted aluminium structure and sandblasted glass diffusers. Structure 

is available in different versions hand polished aluminium, glossy gold 

plated or black plated, painted in matt white, matt black, or matt 

gold. Widespread light. Double switch for the Summa and Magnum 

versions. The pendant versions are equipped with transparent cable.

Available a NEMO LED G9 kit
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LED/HALO
 
LAMPING
Source halopin G9 QT-13
Total power 42x25W
Emission diffused
Switching double, dimmable, according to bulb
Tension 110/230V
Materials aluminium + glass
Notes cable length max 3,5m; LED version with kit G9 LED 

NEMO
Net lamp weight 24,2 kg
 
Codes Structure/Diffuser
CRO HWW 5A white/white
CRO HNW 5A black/white
CRO HLW 5A polished/white
CRO HGW 5A gold painted/white
CRO HOW 5A gold plated/white
CRO HPW 5A black plated/white
 
PACKAGE
Package 01 Dimension: 170x170x160 cm / Gross weight: 187,2 kg
 
Certificazioni
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CROWN MAJOR
Jehs + Laub

Family composed by pendant chandeliers whose shape is inspired by 

the outline of the snow crystal. Modular lamps realized with a die-

casted aluminium structure and sandblasted glass diffusers. Structure 

is available in different versions hand polished aluminium, glossy gold 

plated or black plated, painted in matt white, matt black, or matt 

gold. Widespread light. Double switch for the Summa and Magnum 

versions. The pendant versions are equipped with transparent cable.

Available a NEMO LED G9 kit
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LED/HALO
 
LAMPING
Source halopin G9 QT-14
Total power 30x25W
Emission diffused
Switching dimmable, according to bulb
Tension 110/230V
Materials aluminium + glass
Notes cable length max 3,5m; LED version with kit G9 LED 

NEMO
Net lamp weight 14 kg
 
Codes Structure/Diffuser
CRO HWT 52 white/white
CRO HNT 52 black/white
CRO HLT 52 polished/white
CRO HGW 52 gold painted/white
CRO HOW 52 gold plated/white
CRO HPW 52 black plated/white
 
PACKAGE
Package 01 Dimension: 121x117x96 cm / Gross weight: 30 kg
 
Certificazioni
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CROWN MINOR
Jehs + Laub

Family composed by pendant chandeliers whose shape is inspired by 

the outline of the snow crystal. Modular lamps realized with a die-

casted aluminium structure and sandblasted glass diffusers. Structure 

is available in different versions hand polished aluminium, glossy gold 

plated or black plated, painted in matt white, matt black, or matt 

gold. Widespread light. Double switch for the Summa and Magnum 

versions. The pendant versions are equipped with transparent cable.

Available a NEMO LED G9 kit
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LED/HALO
 
LAMPING
Source halopin G9 QT-14
Total power 12x25W
Emission diffused
Switching dimmable, according to bulb
Tension 110/230V
Materials aluminium + glass
Notes cable length max 2,5m; LED version with kit G9 LED 

NEMO
Net lamp weight 5,1 kg
 
Codes Structure/Diffuser
CRO HWT 51 white/white
CRO HNT 51 black/white
CRO HLT 51 polished/white
CRO HGW 51 gold painted/white
CRO HOW 51 gold plated/white
CRO HPW 51 black plated/white
 
PACKAGE
Package 01 Dimension: 87x78x57 cm / Gross weight: 11,1 kg
 
Certificazioni
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CROWN MULTI
Jehs + Laub

Family composed by pendant chandeliers whose shape is inspired by 

the outline of the snow crystal. Modular lamps realized with a die-

casted aluminium structure and sandblasted glass diffusers. Structure 

is available in different versions hand polished aluminium, glossy gold 

plated or black plated, painted in matt white, matt black, or matt 

gold. Widespread light. Double switch for the Summa and Magnum 

versions. The pendant versions are equipped with transparent cable.

Available a NEMO LED G9 kit
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LED/HALO
 
LAMPING
Source halopin G9 QT-14
Total power 15x25W
Emission diffused
Switching dimmable, according to bulb
Tension 110/230V
Materials aluminium + glass
Notes cable length max 2,5m; LED version with kit G9 LED 

NEMO
Net lamp weight 5,5 kg
 
Codes Structure/Diffuser
CRO HWW 58 white/white
CRO HNW 58 black/white
CRO HLW 58 polished/white
CRO HGW 58 gold painted/white
CRO HOW 58 gold plated/white
CRO HPW 58 black plated/white
 
PACKAGE
Package 01 Dimension: 51x51x90 cm / Gross weight: 8 kg
 
Certificazioni
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CROWN ROYAL
Jehs + Laub

Family composed by pendant chandeliers whose shape is inspired by 

the outline of the snow crystal. Modular lamps realized with a die-

casted aluminium structure and sandblasted glass diffusers. Structure 

is available in different versions hand polished aluminium, glossy gold 

plated or black plated, painted in matt white, matt black, or matt 

gold. Widespread light. Double switch for the Summa and Magnum 

versions. The pendant versions are equipped with transparent cable.

Available a NEMO LED G9 kit
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LED
 
LAMPING
Source LED G9 QT-14
Total power 120x2,2W
Emission diffused
Switching double, dimmable, according to bulb
Tension 110/230V
Materials aluminium + glass
Notes cable length max 3,5m; LED version with kit G9 LED 

NEMO
 
Codes Structure/Diffuser
CRO HWW 5B white/white
CRO HNW 5B black/white
CRO HLW 5B polished/white
CRO HGW 5B gold painted/white
CRO HOW 5B gold plated/white
CRO HPW 5B black plated/white
 
Certificazioni
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CROWN SUMMA
Jehs + Laub

Family composed by pendant chandeliers whose shape is inspired by 

the outline of the snow crystal. Modular lamps realized with a die-

casted aluminium structure and sandblasted glass diffusers. Structure 

is available in different versions hand polished aluminium, glossy gold 

plated or black plated, painted in matt white, matt black, or matt 

gold. Widespread light. Double switch for the Summa and Magnum 

versions. The pendant versions are equipped with transparent cable.

Available a NEMO LED G9 kit
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LED/HALO
 
LAMPING
Source halopin G9 QT-14
Total power 48x25W
Emission diffused
Switching double, dimmable, according to bulb
Tension 110/230V
Materials aluminium + glass
Notes cable length max 3,5m; LED version with kit G9 LED 

NEMO
Net lamp weight 24,2 kg
 
Codes Structure/Diffuser
CRO HWW 59 white/white
CRO HNW 59 black/white
CRO HLW 59 polished/white
CRO HGW 59 gold painted/white
CRO HOW 59 gold plated/white
CRO HPW 59 black plated/white
 
PACKAGE
Package 01 Dimension: 126x132x192 cm / Net weight: 24,2 kg / Gross 

weight: 154,2 kg
 
Certificazioni
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